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Gearing SLR lenses

SLR lenses do not have gears built into them so a gear ring must be tted before the Hocus Focus can be 
used. Gear rings are available from many manufacturers such as Redrock Micro, Shoot35 and Zacuto. The 
Zacuto Zip gears are ideal as the design is compact and allows for the fewest number of teeth possible 
which helps maximise available lens throw, however they are not easily changed between lenses. The      
Redrock Micro gear rings are suitable for changing rapidly between different lenses.

CCare must be taken to ensure that the lens ring is centered with the lens, or the rotation can push the 
motor away from the lens and cause the teeth to skip. You should also make sure that the ring is secured 
and cannot slip round on the lens which will cause inaccuracies with your focus pulling.

If the lens ring has a clamping section like the Zacuto and Redrock rings, make sure this is positioned so it 
does not run into the drive gear whilst it is turning

All lens rings for 35mm SLR lenses are 0.8mod Cinepitch.

Marking rings

TThe Hocus Focus features interchangeable acrylic marking rings. These use three small magnets to stick to 
the transmitter. These rings are not double sided and will only stick to the knob when the magnets are 
facing the black disk.

The notch in the ring must be aligned with the peg on the knob disk for the ring to snap to the front of the 
disk.

Gearing SLR Lenses and Marking Rings



The receiver has a standard 1/4-20 thread in the bottom for mounting to the camera. There are many third 
party mounting products available, but for versatility and durability, we recommend Zacuto. Below is a 
diagram showing an ideally mounted receiver using some of Zacuto’s products.

Please see www.Zacuto.com for more information on Zacuto products.

Mounting the Receiver Unit



The motor is designed to mount directly onto 15mm support rods, or 19mm rods via the optional 19mm 
adapter.

If you have a manual follow focus on the rails, it is recommended that you remove this before mounting 
the Hocus Focus motor.

First install the correct drive gear on the motor unit for your lens. These will be 0.8mod for cine lenses, 
0.6mod for Fujinon lenses and 0.5mod for Canon lenses. Unscrew the red hub nut, and seat the gear down 
on the hub, aligning the two holes with the pins on the hub. Secure by replacing the hub nut.

SlideSlide the motor onto the rod, orientating the tightening knob so it is accessible. Align the gear with the 
teeth on the lens ring, but do not engage the gears yet. Tighten the clamp knob to hold the motor in        
position.

Connect the motor to the receiver using the supplied Lemo cable. Care should be taken to align the red 
dots on the connector with the corresponding dot on the socket. The angled end of the cable is for the     
receiver and will not plug into the motor.

RouRoute the cable so it is secure and will not upset normal operation or balance of the camera. Ensure that 
no cables or loose parts can be pulled between the drive gear and the lens.

Do not turn the system on with the drive gear engaged to the lens.



The Hocus Focus uses a colour coded frequency selection system. Ensure both antennas are connected 
before you start. To set the frequency, the colour shown on top of the transmitter and receiver units must 
match.  To change, press and hold the FREQ button. After a few seconds, the colours will start to cycle. 
When the light shows the desired colour, release the button and the unit will hold that frequency. Repeat 
this process for both transmitter and receiver units.

TThe DATA light on the receiver illuminating green veries a good connection. The light ickering between 
red and green indicates ‘dirt’ or interference on the channel. When this happens, move to a new channel 
using the instructions above.

Whilst there are 10 frequencies available, these do cross over. This is to ensure there is maximum space 
available to avoid any interference. More than one Hocus Focus can be operated together, we recommend 
no more than four sets. Some experimentation with different frequencies may be required to nd four 
clean frequencies.

The Hocus Focus transmitter runs on a      
standard 9v (PP3) battery. About 10 hours of      
operation can be expected from each new 
battery. To install the battery, remove the 
drawer In the bottom of the transmitter unit 
and install the new battery. Observe the 
notches on the drawer, and line up with the 
appappropriate terminals on the battery. The 
battery can only go in the drawer one way to 
ensure  polarity. Reinsert the drawer and it 
will click into place.

When the battery is running low, the              
frequency light will ash slowly. 

The Hocus Focus receiver runs on 12v DC. For maximum torque and speed, the 4pin XLR power input 
should always be used. Power from a V-Lock or Anton Bauer battery is ideal. If this is not possible a Sony NP 
battery (for Z1 and other cameras) can also be used on the included plate. Do not use both the XLR and   
the battery plate at the same time. When the battery is running low, the frequency light will ash slowly.



Setting The Limits





Some long focal length lenses have a longer lens throw (turn of the lens barrel from innity to close focus). 
In some cases, this can be too much travel for the Hocus Focus motor to turn all the way.

In these situations, there are several things you can do to help achieve full lens barrel movement. If using 
an SLR lens, the lens gears you are using will have a big impact on the rotation you can achieve. The fewer 
the teeth on the lens, the better. The Zacuto Zip gears are ideal as they hug the lens barrel tightly so the 
number of teeth is minimal.

AA special drive gear for the motor is also available which has 120 teeth, instead of the standard 100 teeth. 
This will also increase the available throw on the lens barrel. Please contact us to purchase.

If you decide that full turn on the lens is not necessary, it is possible to pull focus using just part of the focus 
movement. Based on the individual shot you are working on, decide which end of the focus scale is more 
important, innity or close. In most cases, this will be innity.

TTo set up the limits with maximum travel available, rst erase both limits. With the gears disengaged, turn 
the lens to your preferred end and rotate the motor using the transmitter to the same end. Engage the lens 
to the drive gear. Wind the lens back the other way to check that the motor does not outrun the lens. If it 
does, set the limit using the appropriate button in the normal way. It is not necessary to have both limits 
set when setting up the motor limits in this way.

For more advice on dealing with long throw lenses, please contact us.

Long Throw Lenses










